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Abstract: Building a widely distributed hotspot network is a very tedious task due to its complexity.
Providing security, fully distributed network services, and a cost-conscious impact are the major
challenges behind this goal. To overcome these issues, we have presented a novel distributed hotspot
network architecture with five layers that can provide large-scale hotspot coverage as an assimilated
result. Our contributions to this new architecture highlight important aspects. First, scalability can
be increased by including many Internet of Things (IoT) devices with sensors and Wi-Fi and/or
LoraWAN connectivity modules. Second, hotspot owners can rent out their hotspots to create
a distributed hotspot network in which the hotspots can act as an ordinary data gateway, a full-
fledged hotspot miner, and a light-weight hotspot miner to earn crypto tokens as rewards for certain
activities. Third, the advantages of Wi-Fi and LoraWAN can be seamlessly leveraged to achieve
optimal coverage, higher network security, and suitable data transmission rate for transferring sensor
data from IoT devices to remote application servers and users. Fourth, blockchain is used to enhance
the decentralized behavior of the architecture that is presented here by providing immutability and
independence from a centralized regulator and making the network architecture more reliable and
transparent. The main feature of our paper is the use of the dew-computing paradigm along with
hotspots to improve availability, Internet backhaul-agnostic network coverage, and synchronous
update capability, and dew-aware leasing to strengthen and improve coverage. We also discuss the
key challenges and future roadmap that require further investment and deployment.

Keywords: dew computing; Internet of Things; blockchain; hotspot network

1. Introduction

The world has witnessed several technological advances, especially in the areas of
pervasive computing, ubiquitous computing, security, and open-source hardware (OSH)
development [1–3]. Since its inception, IoT has experienced tremendous growth in all ap-
plication areas such as agriculture, industry, automation, smart city, and healthcare [1,4–6].
Every time an IoT device collects sensor data from a physical entity, it requires a gateway
or Internet connection to transmit this data to the remote applications and users. This
results in huge network traffic and a degradation of the network’s backhaul dependency.
Apart from this, the extensive use of IoT sensor data for transmission over long distances
incurs costs and is associated with significant power consumption [7–9]. In the absence of
a suitable network technology, IoT sensor data might be limited to the near periphery from
which it originates. As a result, the quality of service is minimized, and the reliability is
neglected. As a result, the entire IoT ecosystem evolves into an unstable concept where IoT
sensor data is not always available to remote applications. Existing Internet backhaul and
cloud computing-centric approaches are mainly responsible for such obstacles.

Standalone hotspots are regularly used in our daily life [10,11]. Normally, a cell phone
with subscriber network connectivity and available data packets can be seamlessly used as a
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mobile hotspot for other interested devices that are nearby to access the Internet. It becomes
problematic when the hotspot that an interested user’s device is trying to connect to has no
network coverage or is out of subscription, limiting the ability to break the coverage of the
hotspot for the interested device [12,13]. This calls into question the usability, quality of
service, and reliability of such hotspots.

Dew computing is a recent development in computing that aims to leverage in-network
dependencies and collaborative approaches for remote cloud servers [14–16]. Dew servers
are such devices that follow the dew computing idea and perform needed activities such
as data access to local machines that are independent of network availability [17]. Dew
computing is based on the principles of the synchronization function, which allows such
dew devices to operate locally and require very little Internet connection to synchronize
with their cloud replica [18–20]. In dew computing, each user has a cloud replica with a
local clone of the same content. At the time of writing, dew computing is still in its early
stages and thus focuses mainly on services that are related to network data access for its
end devices [21]. However, the long-term goal of dew computing is to provide higher
reliability, better availability, and user-centric data access, as well as a provider that is
primarily independent of Internet connectivity.

Distributed hotspot networks are an idea that has been discussed for a long time and
has received increasing attention in both the industry and in academia in recent years.
However, to date, no such fully self-organizing distributed hotspot network exists, either in
research or in practice [22]. The idea of using Wi-Fi as an enabler for hotspot deployment
is currently under investigation [23]. However, Wi-Fi struggles with limited range, signal
interference, bandwidth usage, and security [24]. Using Wi-Fi on a large number of IoT
devices may pose various challenges in terms of power consumption, which may shorten
the battery life of IoT devices [25]. On the other hand, LoraWAN can be considered as an
alternative to Wi-Fi to provide wide-area connectivity with improved security and battery
life for IoT devices [25,26]. However, it faces problems such as having a low data rate, a
small packet size, and an unsuitability for real-time applications. In addition, it is believed
that a person who wants to provide their hotspot as a gateway for IoT devices may face
the challenge presented by paid subscriptions, which may prevent them from providing
their hotspot device to an unknown IoT device. When an IoT device wants to connect to
the hotspot of an unknown person in a nearby coverage area, authentication and security
become the most important factors. Security and authentication issues can be solved by
incorporating blockchain and appropriate crypto tokens that perform as incentives for
hotspot owners. Blockchain is an immutable, decentralized technology that aims to provide
inherent security for the stored data and access by nodes (miners and validators) that
are with or without authorization [27,28]. In this way, a complete business model can be
formulated where a distributed hotspot network can be developed that operates in a fully
decentralized manner and offers incentives to hotspot owners to rent out their hotspots to
serve IoT devices in the vicinity [29–31].

In this paper, we present a novel idea for an IoT-based, secure, distributed hotspot
network to solve the existing problems in creating and deploying a hotspot network that
has the potential to succeed as a business model. The main contributions of this work can
be summarized as follows:

• Using IoT devices as sensor data generators under the supervision of nearby hotspots
that may be unknown to these IoT devices.

• The architecture presented here is a distributed hotspot architecture that can be assimi-
lated with many IoT devices to scale the data generation process.

• The presented architecture can leverage highly secure and authenticated hotspot
network coverage by using blockchain.

• The whole concept behind the architecture is to use a decentralized approach for the
connected hotspot devices that can act as distributed gateways.

• Such hotspots can earn crypto tokens as rewards for certain activities such as data
transmission, coverage stability, validation, and mining.
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• Authentication and security-enabled hotspot networks can span several miles without
requiring existing cellular networks.

• Dew computing is integrated into hotspot devices to provide increased computing
power and capacity that are independent of the Internet backhaul.

• By deploying dew servers in the hotspots, they can be configured to become full-
fledged, lightweight, data-only hotspots.

• The hotspots that are presented here can perform mining, validation, IoT data coverage,
and crypto token collection from the blockchain.

• Remote users and application servers can be connected to such secure, authentication-
enabled incentive hotspot networks, through which distributed IoT devices can trans-
mit sensor data over long distances.

• In this design, IoT devices can be equipped with Wi-Fi and/or LoraWAN antenna
modules that can be reasonably deployed according to the data transmission needs
(low or high) and distance requirements.

• The presented architecture can open a new business model where hotspot owners can
earn crypto tokens from their hotspots to reduce subscription and operational costs
and make the whole network ecosystem sustainable.

The concept paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work.
Section 3 presents the background idea on various technologies that are used to develop
a secure and distributed hotspot network. Section 3 provides a detailed description of
the novel architecture. Section 4 concludes this paper with a discussion, the important
challenges, future work, and a conclusion.

2. Related Work

We performed an extensive literature search to find the related work that is relevant to
our work. We searched IEEE Xplore and Google Scholar to find most of the related articles
in this section. We note that none of the works relate to the dew computing paradigm for
solving the new dimensions of the distributed hotspot network formation. The majority
of the articles do not consider IoT devices as part of their models. None of the articles
discuss the integration of LoraWAN into the hotspot network. For example, Zha et al. [32]
discuss blockchain-based energy distribution with detailed policies, but this discussion
lacks a detailed process for forming a distributed hotspot network. Zhao et al. [33] do not
address the hotspot aspects in the design of blockchain-based distributed networks. Messié
et al. [34] use blockchain with hotspots to build the BALAdIN framework for multi-actor
access network formation without providing clear guidance for designing the distributed
hotspot networks.

Lopez et al. [35] discuss choice-based modeling of a distributed network on top of the
federated learning, but the way is paved for the distributed nature of hotspots. Janiesch
et al. [36] show a Wi-Fi sharing architecture with a payment channel formation, but this
does not show the distributed behavior of the underlying hotspots. Yang et al. [37] use
a pricing mode for paving the wireless caching reward with a cache content dispersion
mechanism. Zhao et al. [38] show the energy transaction mechanism with an energy trading
facility, however no study is performed for the hotspot distributed network creation.
Kim et al. [39] present a Wi-Fi security model by using smart contract to safeguard it
from Wi-Fi vulnerability. Ivanov et al. [40] design a smart Wi-Fi architecture by using a
Hansa handshaking procedure and perform payments via crypto token. However, it does
not consider the dew computing aspects. Pustišek et al. [41] present a low-bandwidth
distributed application framework where a LoraWAN-aware inclusion scheme is not
discussed. Ma et al. [42] perform a security analysis on top of Android data cloning, where
an evaluation is made, without involving the blockchain. Table 1 presents the comparison
of related works.
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Table 1. Comparative analysis of related works.

Paper Blockchain IoT Hotspot Wi-Fi LoraWAN Dew
Computing

Key
Contributions Limitations

Zha et al.
[32] Yes No Yes Partial Partial No

Blockchain aware
energy, review, policy

recommendations,
applications;

Lacks hotspot
network
design

approach

Zhao et al.
[33] Yes Partial No No No No

Blockchain distributed
network design aspects,
traceable, tamper-proof

design;

Hotspot
discussion is

minimal

Messié et al.
[34] Yes No Yes Partial No No BALAdIN framework,

multi-actor access network;

No clear
direction on
distributed

hotspot

Lopez et al.
[35] Yes No No Partial No No

Choice modeling, federated
learning, distributed

privacy-aware design;

No analysis
about

distributed
model is made

Janiesch et al.
[36] Yes No Yes Yes No No

Wi-Fi sharing architecture,
payment channel networking,

evaluation of architecture;

Distributed
behavior not

analyzed

Yang et al.
[37] Yes No Partial Partial No No

Pricing mode, wireless
caching reward, cache quality,

cache content dispersion;

Hotspot
distributed

network not
covered

Zhao et al.
[38] Yes No Partial No No No

Energy transaction,
multi-microgrid, energy

trading;

Hotspot aware
design lacks

Kim et al.
[39] Yes No Partial Yes No No

Wi-Fi security model, secure
models using smart contracts

to safeguard Wi-Fi
vulnerability;

Distributed
hotspot

discussion
missing

Ivanov et al.
[40] Yes Partial Yes Yes No No

Smart Wi-Fi architecture,
Hansa handshake/service,
smart contract, payment,

refunds, security analysis;

Hotspot
distributed-

ness
lacks

Pustišek et al.
[41] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Low-bandwidth distributed
applications framework

(LDAF) architecture,
distributed model;

Consensus
algorithm no
specified, no

scalability

Ma et al. [42] No No Yes Yes No No
Security risk analysis,
android data cloning,

Evaluation;

No blockchain
involved

Our
Model Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Distributed hotspot
architecture design,

blockchain aware secure IoT
device data transmission,
dew computing inclusion,

scalable, incentive.

Implementation
needed

Our Key Contributions

Our contributions are new with respect to the related works that are presented in this
section, as follows.

• We use a dew computing paradigm that can provide independence on the integrated
hotspot nodes. Doing so, our architecture can work on a rental basis where an actual
hotspot network can be formed in a purely distributed manner. Dew computing uses
high reliable synchronization techniques that help the connected devices to use the
network even when a given dew system is not able to process the connected device’s
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request. Dew computing can form dewlets that support the rental facility of the network
coverage from nearby hotspots to enrich the availability and overall quality of the service.

• Dew server-based hotspots can act as miner and validators to facilitate the generation
of the reliability factors of the blockchain network. Based on the PoC challenge, once
a hotspot miner or validator solves the challenge, it can establish the reliability. The
hotspot miner, upon completion of certain PoC and data transmission activities, can earn
crypto token which can be reflected in the wallets of the respective hotspot owners.

• Our architecture uses IoT-based devices as the data collecting nodes that are able
to send the data to remote application servers or users to facilitate the visualization
and monitoring of related tasks. Millions of IoT devices can be integrated with the
presented architecture to improve their scalability.

• Our architecture is able to cope up with standard IEEE 802.1X authentication, which
works on top of the IEEE 802.11u standard. This ensures a secure and more effective
authentication process.

3. Background

In this section, we discuss the IoT, dew computing, blockchain, and hotspot technolo-
gies to understand how they work and their existing issues.

3.1. Internet of Thing (IoT)

IoT describes a set of physical or digital objects that communicate via the Internet or
similar communication technologies [43–45]. Such objects are referred to as “things”, which
are usually equipped with sensors, actuators, processing power, memory, and software
to perform the required tasks [46–48]. The applications of IoT are very diverse and range
from smart heating, smart agriculture, smart automation, smart military, smart industry,
smart city, smart horticulture, smart building, smart consumer applications, smart health
monitoring, and smart supply chain management [49,50]. As the number of IoT devices
is rapidly increasing, several governmental and international agencies are involved in
developing policies, regulatory guidelines, and related standards [51].

IoT ecosystems are enabled by various communication and networking technolo-
gies: (i) short-range: e.g., Bluetooth, near-field communication, Wi-Fi, Z-Wave, and ra-
dio frequency identification (RFID); (ii) medium-range: e.g., ZigBee and LTE-advanced;
(iii) long-range: e.g., cellular, satellite communication, and low-power wide-area networks.
Wired alternatives such as Ethernet, fiber, and powerline communications (PLC) can be
complemented with existing IoT infrastructure [52,53]. The IoT also supports heterogene-
ity and addressability. Despite the tremendous prospects, IoT suffers from the problems
of platform fragmentation, privacy, autonomy, data storage, security, design, a negative
environmental impact, and control mechanisms.

3.2. Blockchain

A blockchain refers to a growing list of blocks that are cryptographically linked
together. Typically, a block consists of transaction data (in the form of a Merkle tree), block
height, timestamp, cryptographic hash of the associated block, and nonce [54]. Other
key components such as the threshold signature of an existing consensus group may be
included in each of the blocks. Blockchains are managed by a peer-to-peer network, and
typically, each node of the blockchain contains a distributed ledger [55]. These nodes adhere
to the same network protocol for communicating with other nodes in the blockchain and
for validating new blocks. Blockchains are inherently immutable and decentralized, and
have very high fault tolerance [56,57]. Mining is the most important task of a blockchain.
In general, a mining node can solve a puzzle (mathematical problem) to get a chance to
add a new block as the next block to the blockchain. Thus, a miner can earn crypto tokens
as a reward. They can also get a certain amount from the transaction fee for all transactions
in that block [58]. The main goal of a mining node is to ensure the reliability of the work
that is performed on the blockchain network by using a consensual protocol such as Proof
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of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS) [59]. The mining process can be performed in the
form of a pool of miners, and in pool mining, the chance of crypto reward is higher than
it is in single mining. On the other hand, the validation task is performed by a validator
node in the blockchain network, which is involved in disseminating messages to almost all
nodes. Sometimes, the validators can take over the mining task seamlessly [60]. Usually, an
epoch is set in which a certain group of validators is selected to act as a consensus group.
At the end of each epoch, a new group of validators is selected to act as a new consensus
group for validating the new blocks. Generally, rewards are distributed per block or per
epoch via a specific reward transaction. Various types of transactions are possible in a
blockchain, some of which are: Gateway addition, location confirmation, chain variable,
data credit, multiple payment, rotation, consensus algorithm execution, opening or closing
state channels, and security exchange [61,62].

There are four types of blockchains: (i) public: here there are no access restrictions, a
node following a standard blockchain communication protocol can act as a validator and
send transactions to other such nodes with Internet connectivity; (ii) private; (iii) hybrid:
this is a combination of public and private blockchain functions; (iv) sidechains: this is an
independent blockchain that can run in parallel with the main blockchain by connecting
sidechains in both directions and by communicating with the main blockchain [63,64]. Ma-
jor applications of blockchain include cryptocurrencies, smart contracts, financial services,
online games, supply chain management, domain names, and voting. Blockchains can
interact with other blockchain systems to transfer digital assets.

3.3. Dew Computing

Dew computing provides a new way for end users (dew users) to connect to cloud-
based content without relying on the Internet backhaul [65]. It enables an exciting idea
where a dew user can access cloud-based data using their own dew device without requir-
ing minimal intervention from the Internet connection. Dew users can access the same
content as a local copy of the cloud content [66,67]. Once the Internet connection is restored,
the changes are homogenized between the local and cloud content. This minimizes the
dependency that is on the cloud, where an end user needs an Internet connection every time
they want to access the cloud data. Actually, dew computing aims to solve the problems
of offline access to data in the existing cloud computing paradigm [68]. Traditional cloud
content and configurations are far from user self-control, as such services are provided
exclusively at the enterprise level. Dew computing enables users to match endpoint ca-
pabilities with cloud services in a more reliable approach [69]. It depends on two aspects:
(i) independence: a local dew device can operate independently of cloud services, and
(ii) collaboration: a local dew device can communicate with cloud services when Internet
connectivity is available, or when synchronization is desired. A dew virtual machine
(DVM) is required on the user’s dew device, which can take the help of a dew server, a
data analytics server, and a dew device decision-making approach [70]. Dew computing
can provide multiple services that are equivalent to cloud computing, such as data in
dew, platform in dew, infrastructure in dew, web in dew, software in dew, storage in dew,
and database in dew [71]. Studies show that dew computing-assisted drones [72] and a
federated learning-based blockchain can be useful in IoT-aware drone employments [73].

The main advantages of dew computing over Cloud, Fog, or Edge computing paradigms
can be summarized as follows: (i) negligible latency, (ii) negligible jittering effects, (iii) highly
location-aware behavior, (iv) highly distributed geolocated services, (v) very low probability of
data redirection attacks, (vi) targets mobile users, (vii) requires limited resources or hardware
capacity, (viii) very high-quality user experience, (ix) very low Internet dependency, (x) high
delay tolerance, and (xi) very high computing power [74,75].

The dew computing paradigm is seen as an extension of the cloud computing scenario,
but at the extreme edge of the network, the end users can directly access the Internet [76].
It follows a strict computing hierarchy when it cannot provide the required services to the
end users. A dew image for the user-owned cloud repository can be used in the user-owned
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dew system [77]. Therefore, synchronization plays an important role in dew computing.
Process synchronization with a timestamp can be very useful for dew computing users.
The functions of data replication and distribution-oriented transparency can be easily
complemented by Internet access to dew computing data. In case of local data loss, there
is a great chance to recover the same data from the cloud storage. In addition, rule-based
data collection, scalability, and high reliability are important aspects of dew computing that
provide a minimalist approach to the Internet backhaul, so that the user experience can be
greatly improved [78]. Dew data rental services can be offered between dew devices that
are in close proximity, allowing a dew user to access Internet data even if their personal
Internet data is unavailable or restricted for some reason. In this way, dew computing can
serve as a hotspot network entity.

3.4. Hotspot

In general, a hotspot is a physical location where users can access the Internet. Typi-
cally, Wi-Fi technology is used to connect a Wi-Fi router that is connected to an Internet
service provider (ISP) via an Ethernet or a wireless local area network (WLAN) to a device.
Hotspots can be both public and private [79–81]. Public hotspots are established and
maintained by businesses or government agencies for use by the public, especially at bus
stops, train stations, libraries, hospitals, supermarkets, and university buildings. Private
hotspots are usually set up in hotels, restaurants or cafés. Public hotspots are usually served
by wireless access points (WAPs) that are configured for Internet access. These WAPs are
controlled and managed by local authorities. A facility that has broadband or fibre Internet
access can provide wireless Internet access through the WAPs [82–84]. These WAPs are
connected to routers or gateways that provide seamless Internet connectivity. Figure 1
presents generic structure of Wi-Fi hotspots.
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3.4.1. Tethering

A private hotspot can be created, configured, and managed using tethering. Tethering
uses a phone as a modem (PAM) that shares the phone’s (device’s) Internet connection with
authorized (by password or pin number) nearby devices such as computers, smartphones,
tablets, and notebooks. The connection in tethering is established via a physical cable
connection (e.g., a USB cable), Bluetooth, or WLAN-based Wi-Fi technologies. Nowadays,
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tethering is done via WLAN, which is called a mobile hotspot. Such mobile hotspots can
serve as both dynamic and portable routers for Internet access. Most operating systems for
mobile devices (Windows 6.5 or higher, Android 2.2 or higher, iOS 3.0 or higher) support
this feature. These smart devices are equipped with the necessary software and hardware
to enable wireless Internet access [85,86]. Tethering over Wi-Fi is also referred to as a
personal hotspot. Tethering can also be done via Network Address Translation (NAT) that
is based on the existing Internet connection of the mobile device. Such NAT is used for
IPv4 networks where the mobile device has a single IPv4 address, but multiple devices can
be identified with such a network address.

3.4.2. Hotspot Varieties

Hotspots may be operated in open, public network spaces as free or closed public
networks with a central hotspot management system that is operated by a local authority.
Hotspots can be operated commercially, requiring users to authenticate or pay before using
the Internet data [87]. Software-enabled access points (SoftAP) are one such type of hotspot
that can be used in a computer or cell phone to turn it into a virtual router. SoftAP can be
used to configure Wi-Fi enabled devices (e.g., IoT devices) that do not have a display or other
inputs. There are two major challenges in doing this: (i) manually connecting to the SoftAP
network, and (ii) if the passkey is lost or one is given the wrong passkey, the disconnected
device is almost irretrievably unavailable for further use of the SoftAP network.

3.4.3. Hotspot 2.0

Hotspot 2.0 is also known as Passpoint (Wi-Fi certified), which can be used to access
Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Alliance. The purpose of Hotspot 2.0 is to allow the Wi-Fi-enabled mobile
device to automatically connect to a Wi-Fi subscriber when the mobile device moves into
the Hotspot 2.0 region [88,89]. In this way, a better on-demand service is provided to the
mobile devices. In addition, a scenario for better bandwidth utilization can be developed,
where the load on the network operator’s infrastructure is reduced to minimize network
traffic. Hotspot 2.0 is based on the IEEE 802.11u standard to enable cellular-like roaming.
A mobile device that is supported by IEEE 802.11u and subscribed to Hotspot 2.0 can
automatically join the network and roam accordingly [90]. A dynamic fairness model
is used to charge for the use of the Internet connection in this context. A user priority
list is recommended to charge for Internet usage based on time criticality and network
traffic types (e.g., audio, video, and data). Hotspot 2.0 is deployed, based on the IEEE
802.11u standard, which defines a formulation for a terminal device to receive WLAN-
related information. Hotspot 2.0 consists of some key elements, such as: (i) a terminal
device (STA) that supports WPA2, Hotspot 2.0, 802.1X, and Access Network Query Protocol
(ANQP); (ii) an access point (AP): the Hotspot 2.0 supports WPA2-801.1X and acts as an
ANQP server, and it can send Hotspot 2.0 network information to the connected STAs;
(iii) an access controller (AC) that supports 802.1X configuration between the Aps in stacks;
(iv) an AAA server: it supports various encryptions such as the Extensible Authentication
Protocol (EAP) authentication and key agreement (AKA)/subscriber identification module
(SIM), Transport Layer Security (LTS), Tunneled Transport Layer Security (TTLS), and it
can also obtain authentication vectors from the Home Location Register (HLR); (vi) BOSS:
it provides important operational support as an end-to-end business provider to perform
regular customer-facing tasks such as billing, rating, and general service.

Network discovery and selection is an important job of Hotspot 2.0. It is formulated
as follows. The network discovery service needs the packet exchange between the end
STA module and the access point. An end STA module can perform active and passive
scans. Both scans can take place parallelly. The STA device must have pre-registration
with a home network, with pre-configured network cards, certificates, a username, and a
password. An organization identifier (OI) is very important for the working of the STA
module. An STA module can communicate with roaming WLAN, however, in that case,
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the roaming WLAN must have been pre-registered and configured with the home network
where which, the STA is located [91]. Figure 2 presents the generic structure of Hotspot 2.0.
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• STA passive scan: The Hotspot 2.0 access point sends a Beacon frame to the STA
module that comprises of network type, Hotspot 2.0 indication, and related network
information. Upon receipt of the Beacon frame, the STA module checks the Hotspot
2.0 indication into it. The STA module can learn about basic service set (BSS) load
prior to establishing a connection with the access point. If all works correctly, the STA
module performs the parsing of the roaming consortium field in the Beacon frame to
get details about the OI of the WLAN service provider.

• STA active scan: During this scan, the STA module sends a Probe Request frame to the
access point along with the network type information. Upon receipt of this frame, the
access point matches with the network type of the frame with its own network type. If
the network type is matched, it sends the Probe Response frame to the STA module
with the necessary BSS load, the internet connectivity flag, and other network details.
After receipt of the Probe Response frame at the STA module, the STA module checks
the hotspot indication. If everything works correctly, then the STA module assumes
that the access point has the Hotspot 2.0 facility and the other activities are performed
as in active scan procedure.

• The STA gathers roaming WLAN information: The generic advertisement service
(GAS) is a mechanism that allows an STA module to exchange requests and response
packets with the WLAN side. Firstly, the STA sends a GAS Initial Request to the
access point along with supported authentication types, Hotspot 2.0 operators, and
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related details. Upon the receipt of such a packet, the access point responds with
GAS Initial Response packet that contains the ANQP-structured contents such as, the
roaming consortium list, domain name, venue name, venue info, operator friendly
name, IP address type availability, connection capacity, network authentication type
information, access network type field, internet available field, BSS load information,
Hotspot 2.0 indication, operating class indication, network access identifier (NAI)
realm, 3GPP cellular public land mobile network (PLMN), and the homogeneous
extended service set (HESSID).

• The STA association with the access point: Upon the detection of a target WLAN,
the STA module sends an association request to the access point with the NAI realm,
network type, authentication types, and Hotspot 2.0 indication. If all works correctly,
the access point responds back with an association response frame to the STA module
where the advanced encryption standard (AES)-aware 802.1X authentication procedure
is embedded.

• STA authentication: An STA module sends an 802.1X authentication request to the
access point, which then forwards it to the 802.1X authentication server (AAA) via an
802.1X relay (access controller) along with the NAI reports. A home authentication
server (AAA) then communicates with the remote AAA server for the requisite au-
thentication approval. If all works correctly, remote AAA server then grants access of
the WLAN to the STA module.

In [92], a strong authentication scheme was proposed that is able to find the feder-
ated identities without tamper-resistant hardware. The study shows the password-based
credential (PBC) to resist offline attacks by using a randomize-then-prove approach. This
work shows how the PBC can be assessed as publicly verifiable for a federated identity
application. In [93], a quantum-safe password authentication scheme was elaborated for its
use in mobile devices. In this method, the password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE)
system is deployed between two peer devices. Asymmetric-PAKE protocols can be used
in this ecosystem to lower the remote server-aware plain text compromise that is posed
by an attacker by storing the hash of the user’s password. It is guaranteed that the user’s
password is never transmitted to the remote server. To improve the security of the sys-
tem, smooth projectile hash functions (SPHF) and commitment-based password-hashing
schemes (PHS) are introduced in the study. We believe that such schemes can be considered
as alternatives to the generic hotspot architecture.

3.4.4. Hotspot Gateway

It is a network device that is responsible for providing authentication, authorization,
and accounting (AAA) for a given wireless network infrastructure. Despite a possible
intrusion by an eavesdropper, such a gateway can prevent malicious users from accessing
a private network [94]. It helps users access the Internet instantly, without requiring any
changes to the configuration of the user’s mobile device or its internal client-side network
software. With the existing network settings, a user can easily access different Internet
networks through hotspot gateways. The location of the gateway can be identified by
integrating the GPS-based antenna.

3.4.5. Hotspot Security Issues

The hotspot faces several challenges which can hinder the user experience, as follows:

• It does not solve interference problems.
• It faces an installed base hurdle because old access point replacement is a tedious task.
• Possible eavesdropping may be induced in terms of a man-in-the-middle attack.
• WLAN encryption is performed at the surface or interface level, later the message

travels via the underlying network stack in an unencrypted manner to the remote
service provider (ISP), thus causing risk.

• Public hotspots are prone to collect the users’ metadata and related content, which
require more secure access methods such as HTTPS and SSH.
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• Despite authenticating the users, users may be able to peek into the network traffic by
using a packet sniffer mechanism.

• Some business vendors provide a download option for Wi-Fi protected access (WPA)
which may cause conflict with enterprise configurations which match with their own
WLAN specifications.

4. Distributed Hotspot Network Architecture

It is a network device that is responsible for providing authentication, authorization,
and accounting (AAA) for a given wireless network infrastructure. Despite the possible
intrusion of an eavesdropper, such a gateway can prevent malicious users from accessing a
private network [94]. It helps users to access the Internet instantly without requiring any
changes to the configuration of the user’s mobile device or its internal client-side network
software. With the existing network settings, a user can easily access different Internet
networks through hotspot gateways. The location of the gateway can be identified by
integrating the GPS-based antenna. Figure 3 presents the conceptual design of IoT-dew
aware blockchain assisted distributed hotspot network.
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4.1. IoT Device Layer

This layer includes various IoT devices from smart home, smart health, smart trans-
portation, smart agriculture, and smart industry. All types of IoT devices along with
sensors can participate in this layer. Standard 8-bit, 16-bit. and 32-bit microcontrollers
and microprocessor-based IoT hardware pools can be used in this layer. The main role
of this layer is to transmit data packets through intermediate layers to remote applica-
tion servers/service providers/users. For example, a farmer is a remote end user who
can visualize, monitor, or analyze the status of his farm through this architecture. They
can place many devices that are equipped with IoT sensors at different locations on his
farmland. These IoT devices are equipped with Wi-Fi and/or LoraWAN, depending on
the data transmission capacities that are required (see above). However, it must be as-
sumed that such IoT devices should be placed near a hotspot so that the sensor data can be
easily transmitted. The farmer can set up his own dew server-centric hotspots (Wi-Fi or
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LoraWAN) or rent the hotspot services of others who have already set up their hotspots in
the geographical coverage area of the farmer’s IoT devices. In this way, the farmer’s IoT
devices can communicate with the remote application layer by either using the hotspot
services of their own hotspots or renting the network access services of other hotspots that
have been systematically placed in the nearby coverage areas of such IoT devices.

4.2. Distributed and Decentralized Hotspot Network Layer

This layer is the most important layer of this architecture. The idea behind this layer is
related to the commonly known People Powered Network (PPN), which is similar to that
which the Helium Society has developed. The goal of this layer is to enable secure IoT data
transmission over the distributed hotspot network access mechanism [95,96]. The term
“people” is used here because the hotspots can be used by any person who wants to provide
IoT data transmissions in their hotspot coverage area. Typically, the range of IEEE 802.11n
(2.4 GHz) Wi-Fi is about 50 m. However, some long-range Wi-Fi devices are becoming
available, which can operate on higher GHz bands (3.6/4.9/5/5.9/60 GHz) and multiple
channels. For example, Wi-Fi 6 (IEEE 802.11ax) has 600–9608 Mbps and a longer range.
LoraWAN can also be used as an alternative to Wi-Fi when data transmission over very
long distances at minimum data rates is required. LoraWAN is a software communication
protocol, and it is architecture that is based on the Lora-based Chirp Spread Spectrum
(CSS) modulation scheme. Its range can be easily extended to 10–15 km, which is far more
than Wi-Fi with a data capacity of 0.3–50 kbps per channel. LoraWAN has an additional
advantage over cellular or other LPWAN techniques: it offers AES protection with end-
to-end encrypted messaging with lower power consumption and thus a better battery life.
LoraWAN operates in a bandwidth of 415/868/915 MHz in a license-free spectrum.

4.2.1. Hotspot Gateway

We can use Wi-Fi or LoraWAN as a promising hotspot provider technology because
they have their own advantages over other cellular and LPWAN alternatives. All hotspots
that are equipped with Wi-Fi or LoraWAN can be configured as gateways for IoT device
data. Standard, off-the-shelf hardware platforms such as Raspberry Pi 4 or higher, Bea-
glebone black or higher, ASUS Tinker board, Libra Computer board AML-S905X-CC,
Odroid N2+, UDOO Blot v3, and other related boards can be used as hotspot gateways.
Such gateways must be equipped with a high-gain Wi-Fi or LoraWAN antenna. Anyone
can use such hotspot gateways to provide IoT devices in the vicinity with the network.

4.2.2. 802.1X Authentication

Authentication is a very important part in this architecture. IEEE 802.11u-aware
IEEE 802.1X authentication can be useful in the underlying scenario. IEEE 802.11u can
support network discovery and selection by using GAS, ANQP, and quality of service
(QoS) map distribution facilities. Upon a client-side X.509 certification, EAP-TLS can
be used to allow such clients to become securely connected with the server side (AAA
server). On the other hand, IEEE 802.1X authentication needs the components, supplicant
(STA-a IoT device), authenticator (acts as bridge between the supplicant and access point),
and authentication server (AAA server), which is a trusted server. The authenticator
server informs the authenticator about the possibility that the supplicant is allowed to
connect the network. Such an AAA server can run protocols such as the EAP or remote
authentication dial-in user service (RADIUS) in their local machines. Sometimes, it can
be integrated with the authenticator device itself. The whole process of authentication
involves four procedures, such as, (i) initialization: at this stage, the supplicant is allowed
for 801.1X traffic and other data such as the internet protocol, and the allied TCP and
UDP services are dropped; (ii) initiation: in this stage, the authentication process begins
where the authenticator transmits the EAP-Request/Identity frame to the local network
segment at the 01:80:C2:00:00:03 address, and, upon receipt of such a frame, the supplicant
responds with an EAP-Response frame to the authenticator with its own user identity, and
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the authenticator then transmits this frame in the form of a RADIUS Access Request packet
to the AAA server; (iii) EAP negotiation: in this phase, the AAA servers send a RADIUS
Access-Challenge packet to the authenticator with an embedded EAP method, and the
same is forwarded to the supplicant by the authenticator, then the supplicant can start with
the mentioned EAP method, or it can respond with a non-acknowledgement frame to the
authenticator; (iv) authentication: this is the final phase where both the AAA server and
supplicant agree on a given EAP method, wherein the EAP Request and EAP Response
packets are transmitted between the supplicant and AAA server via the authenticator,
and this process continues until the AAA server responds with an EAP-Success message
inside the RADIUS Access-Accept packet to the supplicant, otherwise, a RADIUS Access-
Reject message is sent to the supplicant. Finally, upon the successful completion of the
authentication process, the supplicant sets the post to an authorized state and normal data
traffic is allowed, and upon logging off by the supplicant, the authenticator sets the post to
an unauthorized state.

4.2.3. Dew Server Computation

Dew servers can be used to host such hotspot gateways. We can use a hotspot gateway
and dew server separately to achieve higher effectiveness and a better user experience.
We can also integrate both into a single system, where both activities can be performed
simultaneously. The main goal of using a dew server is to leverage the dew computing
paradigm in the periphery of the distributed hotspot network. Another idea behind the use
of dew computing-enabled servers is to provide better performance capabilities in a way
that is independent of Internet network services (cloud), so that the hotspot can operate
seamlessly in a scenario with limited Internet access. For example, hotspots can enable
nearby IoT devices to share sensor data with remote applications. Dew servers can also help
IoT devices transmit sensor data when they are in rental mode. In lease mode, a dew server
that is overloaded or performing other work can allocate its nearby hotspots to act as a
gateway for said IoT device. In this way, an IoT device gains better access. If a dew hotspot
is unable to serve the purpose of its nearby IoT device, it can forward the coverage to the
nearest dew hotspot system, which will handle the message delivery for the IoT device.
Another important aspect of using dew computing in this layer is the security of IoT-based
messages. Such secure transmission can be ensured by incorporating a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network technology, i.e., blockchain.

4.2.4. Dew Server as Hotspots

Ordinary hotspot gateways can function in two ways: (i) as a light-weight hotspot
miner, and (ii) as a data-only hotspot. It may not be advisable to configure an ordinary
hotspot gateway as a full-fledged hotspot miner, due to the following problem: It is well
known that as a blockchain grows after its inception, the full nodes experience a huge
burden of processing and storing distributed ledgers on the local machine. Gradually,
such full nodes tend to be out of sync with the main blockchain. Due to the very high
computational requirements, one can think about using moderately resilient miner nodes
in the presented architecture. Instead of using ordinary hotspot gateways as full miners,
we can consider them as light-weight hotspot miners or data-only hotspots. It is possible to
turn a hotspot device into a lightweight miner with a hotspot provisioning tool or configure
it as a data-only hotspot (that is without mining functionality). In our architecture, each
person can deploy their dew server to act as either a light-weight hotspot miner or a
data-only hotspot broker. Dew servers can solve the synchronization problem that usually
occurs with full miners. Thus, a dew server can solve this problem and opens a new way
to mitigate the synchronization problems that are normally encountered with traditional
network computers.
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4.2.5. Types of Hotspots

Based on the earlier discussion, we can state that the dew servers can act as: (i) full
hotspot miners, (ii) light-weight hotspot miners, and (iii) data-only hotspots. Anyone can
deploy the dew servers to act as one of three hotspots in the aforementioned architecture. In
doing so, the range of the hotspot network coverage can be expanded to several hundreds
of miles which can transmit IoT data in a fraction of the cost and energy with respect to
standard cellular networks. All types of miners should follow the same software and packet
format so that homogeneity is perceived [97,98]. Besides acting as a hotspot facilitator, dew
severs can act as miners too. Such miners can also earn a given cryptocurrency standard
(e.g., bitcoin, Ethereum, tether, USD, XRP, terra, Binance, etc.) or one that is indigenously
(newly) developed from the network. Here, we discuss the three types of hotspots:

• Full hotspot: Dew servers, which can be configured as full hotspots, can be eligible
to perform coverage facility to the IoT devices that are in their vicinity and also
participate in all types of potential crypto reward scenarios inside the network. The
Proof-of-Coverage (PoC) can be seen as a dominant algorithm in such an aspect as
this. However, it should be maintained that such full hotspots should have prior
approval from the underlying network authority, with high-standard and failure-proof
subjunctives. We apprehend that the higher specification of servers with a complex
processor design and memory capacity are mandatory for such type of hotspots.

• Light-weight hotspot: Such hotspots can be configured to replace full hotspots when
moderate-load and moderate computations are needed, seamlessly. Dew servers have
great potential to become converted into light-weight hotspots. They can perform
regular hotspot coverage and perform header-wise synchronization with the associated
blockchain. In this context, when overloading is perceived on the light-weight hotspots,
they can transfer some consensus work to the full hotspots which are then expected to
act as the validator of the light-weight hotspot. The use of light-weight hotspots can
simplify the network structure and it enables the network ecosystem to grow rapidly.

• Data-only hotspot: This type of hotspot can only perform network data transfer.
The transfer of data that are related to crypto awards may be earned by the use of
such hotspots. We do not expect that the data-only hotspot would participate in the
PoC-aware reward. Thus, a permissionless approach may be incorporated in the
blockchain. users start earning crypto tokens as and when they are allowed to add
blocks to the blockchain.

4.2.6. Proof of Coverage

The PoC is used to verify that the hotspots are actually in the locations that they claim
to be [99]. The PoC aims to verify that hotspots are in their original locations and perform
IoT device-related wireless network coverage from their specified locations. Any network
that can be created using our architecture should be a physical wireless network. The
success of such a physical wireless network depends on the reliability and availability of
the network coverage for the IoT devices in the environment. The PoC algorithm uses the
key properties of some radio frequencies (RF) as evidence that the hotspots are operating
as smoothly as they claim to be. The properties of the radio frequencies are as follows:

• The radio frequency has a limited range for propagation.
• The radio frequency signal that is received at a terminal can be used to measure the

signal strength by applying the proportional squared distance law.
• Radio frequencies have a minimum latency because they propagate at the speed

of light.

The associated blockchain periodically polls all the connected hotspots using the PoC
algorithm to verify that they provide a stable and reliable coverage for the IoT devices.
In this way, the PoC confirms that the hotspots are constantly transmitting IoT data and
storing it as blocks in the blockchain. Such a policy can be seen as proof that the hotspots
are working, while their coverage is being used for the IoT devices.
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The PoC essentially poses a challenge to all the hotspots as a discrete unit of work of
the algorithm. Several million such challenges can be issued to the hotspots and processed
simultaneously by the associated blockchain [99]. With each new challenge, the PoC
confirms that the hotspot network is functioning as desired. The main goal of the PoC is to
minimize the PoC interval to a certain limited number of α-blocks or less. At any point in
time, a hotspot has one of the following three main roles:

• Interrogator: Usually, such nodes are full hotspot nodes or other designated validators
that create the PoC challenge and issue it to the condemned node. It challenges the
PoC for a convicted target node.

• Convicted: it is a hotspot node that is the target of the PoC challenge, and it is expected
to transmit the challenge packets so that the nearby hotspots can observe its activity.

• Witness: Such hotspots are located in the immediate (geographic) vicinity of the
convicted node and also report to the querying system, the status of the challenge
packets that is sent by the convicted node (High Performance Remote Procedure Call-
gRPC). Such a witness is directly connected to all the light-weight hotspot nodes. Such
lightweight nodes, that are PoC challenge witnesses, can use validators to which they
are connected so that the entire query validator search process can be managed using
the hash of the PoC packet. This routing information is later used by the light-weight
hotspot to deliver the witness report directly to the query sender. Once the query
sender receives both the convicted receipts and witness reports after a certain time, it
transmits them to the blockchain and the PoC challenge is complete.

4.2.7. PoC Challenge Creation and Target Selection

Ordinarily, full hotspots or validators can construct a challenge for every block of
the blockchain. However, increasing such a challenge request per block can be disastrous
in terms of the computation load. Thus, a variable—β—can be used to control the PoC
challenge rate so that the number of PoC challenges per block can be controlled. Increasing
β can significantly increase the number of PoC challenges in each block.

Firstly, a full hotspot or validator generates a short-term key pair—(p,q) and a hash—
hash (publickey). Secondly, the (p,q) and hash (publickey) are included into the validator txns.
Next, the privatekey is stored in a local_state (validator). Later, while absorbing the txns, if
the proposed keys do not match to a consensus group member (CGM), such proposed
keys are added to local cache—lcache. Later, each member of the CGM selects a number
of keys—k ∈ lcache—so that the target β can be obtained. If a minimum (2k + 1) number
of nodes participate in a block, then β can be obtained by following β

2(N−1)/3 by each of
the validators in the group. The value of β may be fixed for any unnecessary changes
of α, periodically, in order to reduce the network load. If more than 2k + 1 number of
nodes participate, then the public keys hashes are truncated so that the block metadata
can be formed. A number of selected keys are removed from lcache, thus resulting in the
adjustment and governance by the validators to serve the capacity of the network.

Once, a block is successfully handled, every validator inspects the publickey in the
given block and finds out whether it matches with them. If a match happens, a new PoC
is generated for each of such matching. Later, the hash (publickey) is used with the hash
(block) to generate an entropy—e—for the respective PoC challenge in the H3 region. Such an
entropy—e—which is generated from a combination of hash (publickey) and hash (block), is
used to identify the target node in the H3 region for generating a PoC challenge. Among all
the regions, the PoC challenge and target are locally persistent with each challenger validator.

4.2.8. Crypto Mining and Rewards

Dew servers acting as hotspot miners can earn crypto tokens as rewards for their
reliable network coverage service for IoT devices. Such crypto tokens can have any standard
form or be developed in-house. The block time can be in µ seconds and the target epoch
size is b blocks. Usually, an epoch consists of all the blocks that are processed by the current
CG from the end of the last epoch. Let us assume that the blockchain is designed to mint c
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crypto tokens per month. Then the following formula can be used to analyze the number
of epochs per month, l, and crypto tokens per epoch, m:

l = (43,200 min per month)/((µ × b)/60 per epoch)

m = (c crypto-token per month)/(l epochs per month)

The crypto tokens per epoch, m, can be shared between the PoC interrogator, the
PoC-convicted, and the witness nodes in a standardized manner. The reward can also
be split between the CG and the network (data-only hotspot) rewards that are associated
with the data transmission. Hotspot owners can use multiple crypto wallets to receive or
issue crypto tokens. Such wallets may be equipped with the following features: account
balance verification, network identity verification, reconciliation, address book support,
and support for payments to multiple accounts/recipients.

4.2.9. Network Consensus Protocol Goals

The network consensus protocol can be designed around the following key prop-
erties: (i) permission-free: any hotspot that operates reliably can participate in the net-
work architecture; (ii) constraints can be imposed so that there is no additional bene-
fit to complex hardware equipment in the hotspot; (iii) the protocol is Byzantine fault-
tolerant; (iv) the consensus system should be based on useful, reliable, and reusable actions;
(v) the transaction confirmation rate should be imposed; (vi) the hotspots should behave
in a censorship-independent manner (they should not select or deselect any IoT device).
In addition, the formation of sidechains can be allowed for conducting micropayments,
research, and development, and for publishing betas. A sidechain is a blockchain that is
connected to a parent blockchain via a two-way connection. Such sidechains have their
own consensus protocols so that privacy and security can be improved. In this way, trust
in the main blockchain is minimized. The two-way connection facilitates the transfer of
digital assets between blockchains. In addition, such blockchains can enable the exchange
of crypto tokens.

4.3. Internetwork Backhaul

Internetworking for incoming messages from IoT devices via various hotspots and the
blockchain are transmitted to target application server/remote users. This internetwork
backhaul can be optional, if the LoraWAN-aware design is considered where LoraWAN-
based platforms can act as the message delivery system. For example, helium channels can
be deployed to serve the backhaul connectivity to remote network servers/operators. A
standard the things network (TTN) is also capable of performing similar tasks. Otherwise,
a regular cellular-based internetwork backhaul may be considered.

4.4. Network Servers/Operators

Network servers/operators are the entities, the standard ISPs, that can be used in this
architecture as the domain name servers or the path forwarders. Such providers enable
wireless bearer services, especially cellular services for the end applications or users. To
accomplish this task, the operators perform radio frequency allocation, end-user support,
network process maintenance, and network equipment provisioning. These operators are
also able to generate revenue and charge end-applications or customers according to their
agreement or network usage policy. In addition, mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs)
can be used as leased network service providers under the major network operators.

4.5. Application Servers/Service Providers/Remote Users

Application servers host applications and/or software to provide business applications
to their subscribers or end users. Such servers may use the server framework service model
through an application programming interface (API) to accomplish the desired task. In
general, application servers are built to be fail-safe and can perform load balancing. Mobile
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application servers (MAS) can also be used to augment business logic with representative
state transfer (REST) so that the bandwidth can be minimized. In addition, MAS can
provide authentication services, offline support, security, and data orchestration. Service-
oriented architecture (SOA)-oriented infrastructures are capable of connecting to dependent
end users, but limited resources and broken connections can cause problems.

5. Discussion

Our architecture is inspired by the design of the helium integration network [100],
where IoT devices can transmit sensor data to remote application servers or users. We
modified the design of the architecture in a multi-layered manner to achieve more control
over the network. Our architecture represents a true hotspot coverage network in which
many hotspots can be placed within the coverage area of each hotspot. In this way, IoT
devices can transmit messages on a hop-by-hop basis. We used the dew computing
paradigm to minimize the Internet dependency and improve accessibility for the end
devices. The hotspots can be integrated with dew servers to enhance their ability to act
as one of three types of hotspots, such as: (i) full-fledged hotspot miners, (ii) light-weight
hotspot miners, and (iii) data-only hotspots. A dew-enabled hotspot can earn crypto tokens,
based on its specified activities.

The implicit architecture enables a new type of incentive for hotspot owners to set
up hotspots, according to their needs. Dew computing leverages the synchronization
aspect, which does not require a direct Internet connection. Dew computing hotspots
can communicate with each other to create a distributed ad hoc network that operates
independently of the Internet. This provides high reliability and availability for the IoT
devices that want to transmit sensor data to remote locations. IoT devices do not need
to be directly connected to the Internet, which can dramatically reduce the costs of the
network and the traffic on the cellular network. Our architecture provides two types
of hotspot technologies: (i) Wi-Fi, and (ii) LoraWAN. Wi-Fi-enabled dew-based hotspot
miners can be used when high data speed is required and there is an Internet connection
between the hotspot network layer and the remote network service providers or the end
users. LoraWAN can be used when a low data rate is required and there may not be an
Internet connection. The Things network can be added as an exchange. Various APIs can
be integrated into the LoraWAN-enabled network platforms to forward the IoT sensor data
to the remote network servers and application processes.

5.1. Threat Model

Threat modeling allows the proactive or reactive measure of a system [100–102]. A
proactive measure is applied during the design and development phase, i.e., an early stage
reactive measure is performed when a system has already been deployed. In this work,
we propose a distributed hotspot network architecture on a conceptual basis [103]. Table 2
presents the list of threats, compromised assets, behavior, and threat agent.

We follow the standard STRIDE classification [104] to model the proposed architectural
framework in terms of a threat model. We use triple attributes {threat agent, asset, behavior}
to represent the threat model perspectives. The threat agent represents a malicious actor
who can cause damage to an asset of the proposed architectural framework by invoking a
specific behavior. The behavior means that, that set of actions that is manual or automated
in terms of its interaction with the system.

Two possible threat agents are included, such as, malicious user and malicious service. A
malicious user is an attacker who has no legal nor ethical access to the implied network
infrastructure. A malicious service aims to steal assets, cause harm, control the system,
and deny the services that it provides. The attacker does not need to be an expert, but
a generic technology enthusiast who has the basic knowledge and skills to intercept the
operational activities of the system framework. We use various types of compromised
assets such as LoRaWAN networks, Wi-Fi networks, IoT devices, dew gateway devices,
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dew gateway miner devices, remote users, remote application servers, dew server services,
and dewlet services.

Table 2. Distributed Hotspot Network Threat Model.

ID Threat Compromised
Asset Behavior Threat Agent

T1 Unauthorized
Network Access

LoRaWAN
Network

A malicious user aims to associate with
malicious IoT device of the user’s
LoRawan Network

Malicious User

T2 Unauthorized
Network Access

Wi-Fi
Network

A malicious user aims to associate with
malicious IoT device of the user’s
Wi-Fi Network

Malicious User

T3 Device Hijacking IoT Device
A malicious user aims to associate with IoT
device of the user’s periphery without
user’s knowledge or awareness

Malicious User

T4 Device Hijacking Dew Gateway Device
A malicious user aims to associate with
dew gateway device of the user’s periphery
without user’s knowledge or awareness

Malicious User

T5 Data Leakage Dew Gateway Device

A malicious user aims to access and
retrieve data, i.e., device’s location GPS
information, user’s credentials about dew
gateway device

Malicious User

T6 Device Hijacking Dew Gateway
Miner Device

A malicious user aims to associate with
dew gateway miner device of the user’s
periphery without user’s knowledge
or awareness

Malicious User

T7 Impersonation LoRaWAN
Network

A malicious user aims to associate with a
legitimate IoT device to malicious
LoRaWAN Network

Malicious User

T8 Impersonation Wi-Fi
Network

A malicious user aims to associate with a
legitimate IoT device to malicious
Wi-Fi Network

Malicious User

T9 Impersonation IoT Device
A malicious user aims to associate with
force with a malicious IoT device by using
other user’s credentials

Malicious User

T10 Impersonation Dew Gateway Device
A malicious user aims to associate with
force with a malicious dew gateway device
by using other user’s credentials

Malicious User

T11 Impersonation Dew Gateway
Miner Device

A malicious user aims to associate, with
force, with a malicious dew gateway miner
device by using other user’s credentials

Malicious User

T12 Jamming LoRaWAN
Network

A malicious user aims to disturb the
LoRaWAN Network Malicious User

T13 Jamming Wi-Fi
Network

A malicious user aims to disturb the
Wi-Fi Network Malicious User

T14 Message Elimination Dew Gateway
Wi-Fi Network

A malicious user aims to delete or
eliminate messages of gateway
Wi-Fi network

Malicious User

T15 Message Elimination Dew Gateway
LoRaWAN Network

A malicious user aims to delete or
eliminate messages of gateway
Wi-Fi network

Malicious User

T16 Exhaustion of Power IoT Device
A malicious user aims to consume
excessive power to resist IoT device work
to prevent regular activities

Malicious User

T17 Exhaustion of Power Dew Gateway Device
A malicious user aims to consume
excessive power to resist dew gateway
device work to prevent regular activities

Malicious User

T18 Exhaustion of Power Dew Gateway
Miner Device

A malicious user aims to consume
excessive power to resist dew gateway
device work to prevent regular activities

Malicious User
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Table 2. Cont.

ID Threat Compromised
Asset Behavior Threat Agent

T19 Impersonation Dewlet Service A malicious user aims to replace legitimate
dewlet service with a malicious service Malicious User

T20 Impersonation Dew Server Service
A malicious user aims to replace legitimate
dew server-based service with a
malicious service

Malicious User

T21 Impersonation Remote User A malicious user aims to replace legitimate
remote user with a malicious user Malicious User

T22 Denial of Service Remote User A malicious user aims to make legitimate
remote user with a malicious service Malicious User

T23 Denial of Service Remote Application
Server

A malicious user aims to make legitimate
remote application server with a
malicious service

Malicious User

T24 Eavesdropping LoRaWAN Network
A malicious user aims to retrieve important
packets while transmitted over
LoRaWAN network

Malicious User

T25 Eavesdropping Wi-Fi Network
A malicious user aims to retrieve important
packets while transmitted over
LoRaWAN network

Malicious User

5.2. Key Challenges

• The architecture is a conceptual model; thus, it needs to be implemented. The im-
plementation of this architecture would require dedicated dew servers and hotspot
coverage antennae such as Wi-Fi or LoraWAN. The selection of the Wi-Fi module
could be judiciously performed so that long range coverage can be facilitated with a
higher bandwidth. However, such antennae should consume a low level of power
for providing better sustainability. LoraWAN could be a great choice in this regard,
however, the cost of antenna module could be high for very long-range coverage.

• IoT devices should have Wi-Fi or LoraWAN connectivity to communicate to the nearby
hotspots. Thus, a serious consideration should be made so that the cost of the IoT device
does not go beyond a certain limit and so that the battery consumption can be minimized.

• Hotspots need to be configured as miner nodes that should run on top of dew servers.
Synchronization algorithms should be devised for making the internet independency
more reliable.

• Several LoraWAN platforms including TTN, Helium, LORIOT, ResIOT, SenRa, and
ChirpStack can be considered while one is considering the internetwork backhaul. For
Wi-Fi hotspots, a standard cellular backhaul may be used.

• The type of blockchain should be devised. A hybrid approach can be beneficial in
this aspect. An owner of a hotspot miner device can place it in their locality, to act
as one of three types of hotspots, namely, full, light-weight, or data-only. The design
specifications of each type of hotspot are different as their tasks are different. Complex,
moderate, and simple hotspot hardware designs should be selected prior to deploying
them in the real field of application.

• Concise decisions should be made about the use of a PoC challenging aspect in
this architecture. The PoC challenge rate, epoch size, and block time are important
parameter that must be resolved a-priori.

• One should consider the wallet type while aiming to connect their hotspot miner node
with this network architecture.

• A network consensus algorithm can be revisited to improve the reliability of the
hotspot network. Target crypto token production per unit of time (e.g., month, quarter,
half-yearly, or yearly) need to be accorded.

• It is important to select a cryptocurrency that will be used in this architecture for re-
warding the hotspot owners. It can be selected from existing standard cryptocurrencies
or can be devised indigenously for a specific hotspot-distributed network architecture.
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• The structure of the block should be designed optimally. The number of transactions
per block should be decided before using the blocks in reality. A decision should be
made for fixing the transaction fees. The oracles should be carefully decided to specify
the data credit conversion rate. The price of the selected crypto oracles must be aligned
with the other blockchain networks.

• The interoperability issues should be tackled so that this architecture can talk with
other blockchains.

• A trustless packet purchasing features should be formulated in order to allow higher
coverage for the hotspot network. State channels and an organizationally unique
identifier (OUI) should be implemented with proper care.

• A reward scaling approach must be put in place for each epoch. In this aspect, it
becomes important to specify who gets what, i.e., a hotspot shall earn as specific
amount, as a reward.

• The selection of a higher-grade Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol becomes inevitable
when a blockchain is used. An asynchronous atomic broadcast protocol can be used
with a consensus group which has known nodes. The threshold encryption technique
may be deployed to improve the async behavior.

• A procedure should be designed to elect a consensus group. It can be performed
epoch-wise or in a time/duration manner. The number of members of each consensus
group should be judiciously decided.

• The overall governance of the hotspot network must be catered with regular voting
and community guidelines.

• The scalability aspects should be investigated for the mass IoT-based dew deployments
for the provisioning of the distributed hotspot network.

• The diverse network connectivity of such architecture must be well designed for
mitigating a significant amount of channel stabilization. Thus, this issue must be
further investigated.

• Dewlet-aware rental services should be invoked with fairness practices. Innovative
methods should be investigated to mitigate this issue.

• A detailed threat model analysis is not available for this architecture. Without such a
model analysis, it is difficult to state the viability of the proposed system.

5.3. Future Scope

The architecture has the potential to enable a new type of hotspot network deployment
in the future. Ordinary mobile and physical network objects should be included in the current
hotspot network structure. The security features of hotspots should be considered. The
architecture is expected to provide a large area for the distributed coverage of the hotspots.
Therefore, it is required that all hotspots follow similar rules and software updates. Edge
computing devices need to be evaluated for their suitability as alternative hotspot machines.
Third-party cloud service providers can be considered to add value to this architecture.

6. Conclusions

We discuss the possibility of deploying a novel, distributed architecture that provides
secure hotspot coverage for IoT devices over long distances. The distributed architecture can
open a new business model where the benefits of Wi-Fi and LoraWAN technologies can be
leveraged to provide a financial advantage to hotspot owners who wish to lease their hotspots
for a user’s inclusion in the network. We encourage academics, researchers, and companies to
develop new ideas and practical use cases that are based on the proposed architecture.
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